SOLUTION BRIEF

for Financial Services

Multi-Entity Financial Management

Empowers financial services firms automate and streamline the setup and management of multiple
legal entities, regardless of complexity

Financial services firms with multiple entities
and global operations face challenges in
managing them. Processes are complicated,
time-consuming, and error-prone, and regulatory
scrutiny is more intense than ever. Multi-Entity
Financial Management provides everything your
finance team needs to effectively and efficiently
automate the processes involved in setup and
maintenance of multiple entities.
> Consolidate hundreds of entities on multiple
levels in minutes and with just a couple of
clicks, regardless of complexity.
> Build workflows that support master data
management and segregation of duty,
simplifying and securing processes.
> Manage multi-entity transaction imports
with a single workflow.
> Take advantage of robust, flexible fund
accounting.

Gold Cloud Platform
Gold Cloud Customer Relationship Management
Gold Enterprise Resource Planning

> Set up entities quickly and keep them
synchronized.
The advanced features in this solution not only
automate processes and save time; they also
increase the accuracy of financial data and help
keep you in compliance while providing better
visibility for faster, smarter decision making.

FAST, SIMPLE CONSOLIDATION FOR
EVEN THE MOST COMPLEX STRUCTURES
With enhanced Consolidation features, you get traceability, accuracy, visibility, and security. Optimized to support advanced
structures with hundreds of entities at many levels, the consolidation process is automated and streamlined. Even entities using
multiple currencies are easily managed, including currency translations, revaluations, and eliminations. By utilizing an easily
configurable, graphical representation of your legal entity structure, consolidation is reduced to just a couple of clicks.

Gold Cloud Platform
Gold Cloud Customer Relationship Management
Gold Enterprise Resource Planning

ROBUST FUND ACCOUNTING THAT EXTENDS ERP
Robust fund accounting features enhance and extend Dynamics 365 to
help private equity firms and hedge funds streamline accounting across
multiple entities. Take manual entries out of the picture with flexibility that
helps you work more efficiently and enables you to offer more options to
your investors. Choose either to bill top-level fund families or manage down
to each sub-fund.

WORKFLOWS FOR EFFICIENT, SECURE
MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT
Workflows are excellent at helping streamline the transaction approval
process. But what about security? Enhanced workflows for master records
allow you to put workflows around master data management while
supporting segregation of duty. You can create workflows for financial
dimensions, main accounts, vendors, and more, so your approval
processes are efficient and secure.

KEY BENEFITS
> Streamlined and automated processes
help you manage a complex multi-entity
structure—consolidate hundreds of entities
in minutes
> Scalability and visibility enable you to make
smarter decisions and expand your business
> User defined workflows help you manage
master data efficiently
> Role-based security keeps sensitive
information safe and secure
> Shared data and unified processes across
the organization improve productivity
> Multi-company, multi-currency and
multi-language capabilities enable you
to operate globally
> Enterprise-class integrations make it easy
to work with business-critical tools

Why AKA?

MULTI-ENTITY TRANSACTION IMPORT—WITH A SINGLE WORKFLOW
DynamicsAdvantage for Multi-Entity Financial Management provides a
quick and easy way to create ledger, customer invoice, vendor invoice,
bank, fixed asset, and project transactions for multiple entities. Using a
configured template, you can execute a multi-entity Excel import with a
single workflow that allows you to approve only one time before allocating
to the various entities. This powerful feature saves time by removing the
need to create multiple workflows and by automating the process.

AKA Enterprise Solutions has the experience,
expertise, and credentials to help you provide
better service to increase client satisfaction
while meeting your financial goals and delivering
continued return on your investment:
> Microsoft Gold Partner, 11-time Inner Circle,
Dynamics U.S. Partner of the Year Finalist
> Experience delivering solutions to some of
the world’s largest and most notable firms

NEW ENTITY SET-UP AND SYCHRONIZATION
FOR DATA MANAGEMENT ACROSS ENTITIES
Setting up a new legal entity is no longer a manual, time-consuming
process with automated set-up and data synchronization. You can set up
a new entity from an existing, fully configured entity, selecting only the
components you want. Enhanced features also keep master data and
configuration set-up data synchronized across all your entities or a subset,
depending on your needs.

ABOUT AKA ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
AKA specializes in making it easier to do business, simplifying processes and reducing
risks. With agility, expertise, and original industry solutions, we embrace projects
other technology firms avoid—regardless of their complexity. As a true strategic partner,
we help organizations slay the dragons that are keeping them
from innovating their way to greatness.

www.akaes.com | 212.502.3900

